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FALLING ROCKS | By Alice Long

Across
1 Idea's start
5 Summons to testify
10 Work at a museum
14 Painter's estimate
15 Character who pledged to "do my spriting gently"
16 "Puppy Love" writer
17 Some clues are written in it
19 Rate of movement
20 CPU features
21 D preceeder
23 Musical Mars

25 Harbor, e.g.
27 Stick for breaking
28 Felix Salten's Bambi, for one
29 Attention getter
32 Revise
34 Museum posting
37 Typical Aéropostale shopper
38 Naive character of children's TV
39 Scott of "Ocean's Eleven"
43 State Department division
46 Bird's music
49 Do some church burning

50 " Writes first time, every time" brand
51 Editorial possessive
52 House products
54 Half of a state name
56 Pads for pans
58 Pam of "Jackie Brown"
60 Concluding section
61 Warning
66 Hired thugs
67 Solo creator?
68 From the flock
69 Research chore
70 Legal postponements

71 End of a seasonal song

Down
1 Breach
2 Timeline stretch
3 1991 Madonna song
4 Layer of bricks
5 Spelunking spot
6 Olympic fighter
7 Viggo's romantic interest in "The Lord of the Rings"
8 Denebola's constellation
9 Hook's counterpart
10 "Ascension Oratorio" composer
11 Loosen, in a way
12 One may be marked with a black diamond
13 Flat broke
18 Course clubs
22 Vietnam flag feature
23 Angel's antithesis
24 Tormented persistently
25 Major pains
26 Kindly
30 Not a true friend
31 Plain-spoken
33 Hawk's catches
35 Skinny
36 50-Across offering
40 Green celebration
41 Enthusiastic
42 "Well done!"
44 Variegated stone
45 Letter feature
46 Montana State player
47 Ryder Cup side
48 They're sometimes given away in churches
53 Monks' hoods
55 Knits, say
57 Have legs
58 Hobart "Howdy!"
59 Debater of George and Bill in 1992
62 No longer fashionable
63 Original tenant of 30 Rock
64 Cru product
65 "Rocks" falling four times in this puzzle
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S T O N E   P O L A R   L A N E
K A Y O   A L O N E   A L U M
A H A M O M E N T S   T I T I K I
T U T   W O O F S   S E G E L
T E N T   E Y E   C A N D Y
N O O L   T A D   B R R
T R A T   A G E   B A R T A B
P E R P I T S   G R G   P I E C E
S O P H I A   A T   V A N E
A R T   T W O R   A R E S
T H E N E R V E   T O L D
W I L I E S   O A S E S   R O I
E L S E   A C R O S S   T O W N
E L I A   R A M O N   A P E S
D Y E R   E L V I E   B S S T

► Solve this puzzle online and discuss it at WSJ.com/Puzzles.